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Decay Dynamics in Disordered Systems: Application to Heavily Doped Semiconductors
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We have calculated, quantitatively, the time decay of donor-acceptor pair luminescence in compen-
sated semiconductors, incorporating the effect of the potential fluctuations which exist in such materials.
We show that the often-reported stretched-exponential decay law can here be derived rigorously, but
only to a very close approximation, and, moreover, only provided that there is an alternate, activated,
decay path. We also show that in the absence of such an alternate path, the decay is slower. We thus
conclude that the stretched-exponential “law” provides good empirical fitting, but has no fundamental
significance. [S0031-9007(98)05620-8]
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It is well known that the decay dynamics in many disor
dered physical systems is generally slower than expone
tial decay. A very frequently reported dependence is th
of stretched-exponential decay, the so-called Kohlraus
law. Examples include electrical response in disordere
dielectrics and ionic conductors [1], hydrogen diffusion in
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) [2], persistent
photoconductivity (PPC) in mixed semiconductors [3,4
and the decay of luminescence in disordered materia
such as glasses, e.g., As2S3 [5] or ceramics, e.g., Cr31-
dopedb alumina [6].

It is usually assumed that fluctuations, for instance,
electric potentials, caused by some disorder in charge d
tributions, play a role in these slow decay phenomen
This view has recently been confirmed, quantitatively
by Bondarev and Pikhitsa [7], for conductivity phenom
ena in ionic glasses, where such phenomena result
tirely from the behavior of ions. However, there exist
another class of systems, including many showing PP
and/or luminescence, which contain carriers in addition
ions, and which show analogous slow decays. There
to our knowledge, no quantitative treatment for such sy
tems. In the present Letter, we analyze this case, spe
fically considering the time-resolved photoluminescenc
(TRPL) of donor-acceptor pairs (DAP) in heavily doped
and compensated semiconductors. For these materi
potential fluctuations, because of electric fields resultin
from some disorder in the distribution of ionized specie
have long been predicted [8], and a number of expe
mental data on photoluminescence (PL) have been qua
tatively interpreted on this basis (e.g., GaAs:Mg [9] an
ZnSe:N [10,11]). We show, quantitatively and from ba
sic principles, that TRPL in such systems can indeed gi
a stretched-exponential decay to a very close appro
mation. This type of decay, however, is obtained onl
if, in addition to the DAP radiative recombination, there
are activated processes leading to alternate recombinat
paths (presumably nonradiative); we also show that in t
absence of such an activation step (using a limit of ze
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temperature) the decay is even slower than stretched
ponential. We have confirmed this result experimenta
using heavily doped and compensated ZnSe:N. Moreo
we also compare our results to an earlier analysis [1
(THA model) of decay in compensated semiconducto
where fluctuations were not included; we show that the
is a critical difference in the decay at a given emissi
wavelength, and explain this in terms of basic physics.

To obtain results on our DAP system, one must add
influence of fluctuations to “standard” DAP luminescen
theory (see, e.g., Refs. [12,13]). Such PL results fro
recombination between an electron localized on a do
and a hole localized on an acceptor with probabil
W sRd  Wmax expf22RByRg, whereWmax is a constant,
R is the donor-acceptor pair separation, andRB is the
Bohr radius of the shallower impurity; the energy o
emission hn, in standard theory [12,13], is related t
R by

hn  EG 2 sEA 1 EDd 1
e2

´R
, (1)

whereEG is the band gap,EA andED are the acceptor and
donor activation energies, respectively,e is the electron
charge, and´ is the dielectric constant. In addition
there will also be thermal activation of carriers from th
impurities into the appropriate band; considering only t
shallower impurity, the donor in ZnSe, we can write
probability of such a process as

Wnr  W0
nr expf2EDykT g , (2)

whereW0
nr is a constant,k is the Boltzmann constant, an

T is the temperature.
However, for systems of present (main) interest, i.

those which have long-range—Coulomb—fluctuating i
ternal electric fields, Eqs. (1) and (2) should be modifie
Specifically, in this case, the system energies (relative
some absolute “reference energy”) become dependen
a coordinater through local values of the fluctuating po
tential wsrd, which is the sum of the electric potentials a
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2413
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r due to all ionized species in the material. Thus, a flu
tuation term

Ufwg  efwsrDd 2 wsrD 1 Rdg , (3)
because of the potential difference of the electron
the donor coordinaterD and at the acceptor coordinate
(rD 1 R), wherejRj  R, must be added to the equation
for the energy of the DAP emission, Eq. (1),

hn  EG 2 sEA 1 EDd 1
e2

´R
1 Ufwg . (4)

While Eq. (1) gives a unique relation betweenhn andR,
an essential element in our theory is that the presen
of Ufwg breaks this unique relation.In other words,
DAPs with all possible separations as well as appropriat
fluctuation energies can, in principle, contribute to the
emission at a particular wavelength.

We would like to emphasize that although fluctuation
were considered in Ref. [7], the present physical syste
treats, in addition, charge carriers and their recombinati
properties [via Eqs. (2) and (4)], and is thus quite differen
from the case of ionic conductors treated earlier [7] (an
therefore, corresponding changes in the mathematic
analysis are now also required).

Further, a fluctuation term
U1fwg  efwsrD 1 Rid 2 wsrDdg , (5)

containing a vectorRi (jRi j  Ri) that determines the
“direction” of ionization, should be added to the dono
activation energy in Eq. (2). This follows since, for an
electron to be ionized, it must be removed from the vicin
ity of the donor, and thus the coordinate of the electro
is effectively changed. In a system without fluctuations
a free electron would have an energy independent of
position in the material; however, with fluctuations, its
energy becomes dependent on the value of the fluctuat
potential at the new coordinate of the electron. Therefor
not all “directions” of ionization are equivalent, and, thus
the vector quantity characterizing such a process mu
be introduced.

For convenience of calculation we take the zero ener
asEG 2 EA 2 ED , defining an effective emission energy
as E  hn 2 EG 1 EA 1 ED . Including the required
averaging over all possible realizations of the fluctuation
the mathematical generalization of the THA approach [1
for the time-dependent luminescence intensityIEstd per
unit energy interval near the valueE, with the further
inclusion of alternate paths, leads to the expression

IEstd  kQstdl4psNA 2 NDd
Z `

0
W sRd expf2W sRdtg

3

*
exp

(
2W0

nrt exp

"
2

ED 1 U1fwg
kT

#)

3 d

√
E 2

e2

´R
2 Ufwg

!+
hwj

R2 dR . (6)

Here, the d function reflects the contribution of all
suitable DAPs at the energyE, and k· · ·lhwj means
2414
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a normalized functional averaging overw; Eq. (6)
also contains the functionkQstdl  expf4psNA 2

NDd
R`

0 hexpf2W srdtg 2 1jr2 drg, which is defined in
[12] in such a way that the total light decay atT  0
equals 2dkQstdlydt. Note that in the absence of th
fluctuations and alternate paths, Eq. (6) reduces to
corresponding equation in [12].

First, let us obtain the total light decayIstd by in-
tegrating Eq. (6) over all possibleE. The functional
averagekexph2W0

nrt expf2 ED 1U1fwg
kT gjlhwj left as a result

of this procedure can be derived using the method
veloped in [7]. For the systems of present interest,
specific case of “frozen” fluctuations (with a temperatu
of “freezing,” Tg [14]) has to be applied since the releva
charges are immobile at the temperatures where DAP
can still be observed (T , 100 K). Further, it is impor-
tant to note that electronic states withED 1 U1fwg , 0
are effectively delocalized, and thus, they do not co
tribute to the activated processes. Hence the functio
average over fluctuations should be carried out only o
the rangeED 1 U1fwg > 0. The explicit averaging gives
a closed form for the intensityIstd,

Istd  2
dkQstdl

dt

2f1 1 erfs ED

Ep
dg21

p
p

Z `

2EDyEp

dy

3 exp

"
2y2 2 W0

nrt exp

√
2

ED 1 Epy
kT

!#
, (7)

where erfszd is the error function, andE2
p 

4kTge2

´Ri
f Ri

Rs
2

1 1 exps2 Ri

Rs
dg is a parameter which is related to th

magnitude of the fluctuations through the screening rad
Rs [15] and the temperatureTg [14].

The integral factor in Eq. (7), as can be shown, give
to a close approximation, the Kohlrausch-type decay,
that Istd, for the most part, would follow this type o
decay at relatively high temperatures, when the activat
processes become significant. However, with decreas
temperatures, the influence of this integral factor decrea
and it will become noticeable only at very larget (usually
larger than the experimentally observable region). In t
low temperature region the factor2dkQstdlydt would
dominate, and it gives a decay which is slower th
stretched exponential [12]. In the limit ofT  0, as can
be seen from Eq. (7), the total light decay is the same a
the earlier treatment of THA [12]; this is as expected sin
potential fluctuations merely redistribute the intensities
emission at different wavelengths.

We next consider the case of emission at a particu
wavelength, i.e.,IEstd, and show that the result is now
quite different from that in [12]. The direct averagin
in Eq. (6), however, is not straightforward. But b
approximating the average of the product by the prod
of the averages, then using the Fourier representation
a d function, and finally following the method [7], it is
possible to show, after a simple transformation ofkQstdl,
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IEstd 
ñj3

2
p

p

Wmax

Ep

"
1 1 erf

√
ED

Ep

!#
21 Z `

2EDyEp

dy exp

"
2y2 2 W0

nrt exp

√
2

ED

kT
2

Ep

kT
y

!#

3 exp

(
2

ñ
6

t̃
Z `

0
dx x3 expf2x 2 t̃ exps2xdg

) Z `

0

du u5y2p
u 2 1 1 exps2ud

3 exp

(
2ju 2 t̃ exps2jud 2 h

sẼu 2 1d2

ufu 2 1 1 exps2udg

)
. (8)
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Here, we have introduced a dimensionless timet̃ 
Wmaxt and energyẼ  ´RsEye2, as well as parame
ters j  2RsyRB, h  e2ys4Tg´Rsd, and ñ  psNA 2

NDdR3
B, which have allowed us to have all integrals

dimensionless factors, so that only the prefactor car
information on the intensity units.

The fluctuations, in the presence of alternate pa
changeIEstd (at T . 0) to a predominantly stretched
exponential type, due to the first integral [see discussi
of Eq. (7) above]. The radiative part (in the caseT  0,
this is the only contribution to the intensity), however,
even slower than stretched exponential. These results
in sharp contrast to [12], which predicts an exponen
decay of PL intensity at a particular wavelength [t
result of [12] can be obtained from Eq. (8) in th
limit when Rs ! ` and Wnr ! 0]. Note that the first
integral in Eq. (8) at low temperatures would diffe
from s

p
py2d f1 1 erfs ED

Ep
dg only at very large times

[analogously to the previously discussed situation forIstd;
see Eq. (7)].

Let us now consider Eq. (8) in the limitT  0.
Deriving the asymptotic behaviorst̃ ! `d of kQstdl as
well as that of the fluctuation factor by the sadd
point method, we obtain the time-dependent intensity
luminescence at giveñE

IEstd ~
p

j exps2hẼ2d
sln t̃d2

t̃

3 expf20.483sNA 2 NDdR3
Bsln t̃d3g, t̃ ! ` .

(9)
It is to be noted that according to our theory,

disordered semiconductors, the asymptotic behavior
TRPL at all wavelengths follows the same law, i.e.,
curves of the time dependence of PL intensity will
parallel. With decreasing magnitude of fluctuations (i.
with the increase ofRs) the amplitude ofIEstd [Eq. (9)]
will decrease. The asymptotic behavior of the total lig
decay, as easily verified by integration ofIEstd over allE,
also will follow the temporal dependence of Eq. (9).

For comparison of our results to experimental da
which we do forT  10 K, it must be noted thatWnr

hardly contributes in this temperature range [16]. Th
Eq. (8) atT  0 can be used for accurate fitting of dat
The fit to the data from ZnSe:N (at an emission wav
length of l  4825 Å) is shown in Fig. 1. The fit was
obtained withj  3.9, h  0.065, NA 2 ND  5.7 3

1017 cm23, and Wmax  3.4 3 109 s21. These values
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are quite reasonable for our system, assumingRB 
24 Å (which corresponds to the reported donor depth
45 meV; see, e.g., Ref. [17]); also, the values of the d
mensionless parameters are compatible with our estima
for Rs andTg. Moreover, note that the fitting procedure i
rather sensitive to the values ofWmax andNA 2 ND ; note
that our value ofWmax is in excellent agreement with a
value of2.7 3 109 s21 predicted from scaling theory [18]
based on results on ZnSe:Na [18]. Also, for compariso
in the inset of Fig. 1, we plot the experimental data in
double logarithmic scale, a scale in which the stretche
exponential function is a straight line; this clearly show
that the Kohlrausch function does not fit these data in
time intervals.

A very important conclusion of our work is that the
PL decay in heavily doped materials will be of th
stretched-exponential form, or slower, for decay at
given wavelength. This is in contradiction with earlie
results [12]; this contradiction is not surprising sinc
in the absence of fluctuations only pairs at a give
separation contribute to the decay under these conditio
whereas fluctuations lead to an averaging over all dec
pairs. A comparison to experimental data (Fig. 1) give

FIG. 1. Comparison of fluctuation theory to experimenta
time-resolved photoluminescence on ZnSe:N. Open circles
the experimental data; the solid curve is the theoretical fit wi
parametersj  3.9, h  0.065, Wmax  3.4 3 109 s21, and
NA 2 ND  5.7 3 1017 cm23. The inset shows the data in
a double logarithmic scale, a scale in which the stretche
exponential function is a straight line.
2415
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good agreement, which we regard as an excellent pro
of fluctuations. We also note that we have analyze
comparable data of THA [12] (their Figs. 3 and 10
and find that these data also show a decay which
slower than exponential; fluctuations are thus not uniqu
to the ZnSe:N system but are present in compensa
semiconductors in general, as expected.

Another important conclusion of this work is that PL a
a particular wavelength at longer times has an identic
decay. Further, we would like to emphasize that th
present approach can, in principle, be applied to oth
similar phenomena. An example is PPC [3] in mixe
semiconductors, where the recombination of electrons a
holes in PPC is very similar to that for donor-accepto
pair PL.

In summary, we have shown that the frequently re
ported stretched-exponential decay law can be rigorous
derived for DAP luminescence decay to a very close a
proximation in materials with potential fluctuations, pro
vided that there is, in addition, an activated alternate dec
path. Moreover, we have also shown that in the absen
of such an alternate path, the stretched-exponential la
does not hold, and the decay is even slower. Thus,
important conclusion is that this law has no fundament
significance, but merely often provides a good empiric
fit; this point is reinforced by the results of Bondarev an
Pikhitsa [7], who obtained similar results for conductivity
phenomena in ionic glasses.
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